 Our Vision: Collectively, we provide a centre of learning excellence based on
positive relationships which ignite a curiosity about the world and a passion
to succeed.
 Our Values: Ethical leadership; Inclusion; Excellent Communication; Endless
Ambition; Strong Relationships; Belief in Success
 Our Motto: Igniting curiosity | Shaping futures
Each school is unique, each serving a community with a unique set of characteristics. As a
result, it is only right that schools should tailor their curriculums accordingly, in order to meet
the needs of their children. At Woodhall, we have reflected upon what should drive our
curriculum, drawing upon what our children need most in order to become educated citizens.
Our curriculum aims to support children who attend our school by:


Widening their KNOWLEDGE of the WORLD because we believe children should have a
wonderment and interest locally, nationally and internationally



Increasing their subject VOCABULARY because words convey meaning; this increases their
knowledge and understanding



Developing their CURIOSITY and ASPIRATIONS because these are essential components that
engage and connect children with the curriculum



Enhancing CRITICAL thinking skills because successful learners compare, analyse, sift, sort and
ask perceptive questions



Encouraging ORACY skills and abilities because as we know words empower children to make
sense of the world around them, put their emotions into words, socialise with people, imagine
and wonder.
At its heart, our curriculum has been designed to enable children to respond proactively and
positively to the challenges they may face.

NEW to 2020
This Year our Curriculum has been designed a little bit differently. Below are the fundamental
principles that underpin our Curriculum and the way we teach our children.

Strategic long-term plans have been created so that subject coverage is planned sequentially and
with a clear rationale for making connections with prior learning, therefore learning is blended and
refined.

Blended means combining learning from different year groups under the same concept. For example,
Plants in Year 1 and Year 2 is the concept, but elements from each year group may be combined. Our
aim is to build upon children’s foundational knowledge and strengthen their cognitive connections
within the long-term memory.
Refined means reduced content, focusing on the essential knowledge therefore not overloading the
working memory.

We now interleave subjects. This means that relevant subjects are positioned to support and
enhance learning so that pupils retrieve and transfer knowledge. For example Stone Age learning
is enhanced through the contextual study of prehistoric art.

Curriculum maps can be found on
your year group page.
Subjects positioned individually

BIG QUESTIONS???
At the start of each lesson our children are presented with a big question. E.g. how did the
fire of London start? We then explore that question in depth. Look out on Class Dojo for a
list of big questions that we will be asking your child/children throughout the unit.

Vocabulary
During each unit we support children to decode, define, apply, link and analyse unfamiliar
words to help develop their language acquisition (the learning or developing of a skill). The
quality of parent-child interactions therefore is one of the biggest factors influencing vocabulary,
so keep those rich discussions going at home.
In January your class teacher will send home a list of key vocabulary (an example is below) for
you to discuss and revise at home.

Year 2: The Great Fire of London

Vocabulary can be usefully divided into 3 tiers:
Tier 1 – high frequency in spoken language (table, slowly, write, horrible)
Tier 2 – high frequency in written texts (gregarious, beneficial, required, maintain)
Tier 3 – subject specific, academic language (osmosis, trigonometry, onomatopoeia).

Knowledge strips and knowledge organisers:

These are present in children’s book at
the beginning of a unit. Essential
knowledge and vocabulary is
communicated and kept in one place to
avoid overloading children. Important
vocabulary, such as Tier 3, is highlighted.

These are present in children’s books during
each lesson.
 Knowledge notes directly support teaching
headlines and pupil tasks.
 Reduces the load on the working memory as
all essential information is kept in one
place.
 Vocabulary is clearly communicated and
knowledge is supported by icons to improve
acquisition.

Cumulative Quizzing
Throughout the unit of work teachers
assesses student retention through
cumulative quizzes.
Each lesson begins with a question
that covers content previously taught.
The lesson then ends with a new
question which requires children to
apply what they have just learnt in
that lesson.
By returning, connecting and adding
content it supports our children when
recalling key facts, embedding them in
their long term memory.

